
This is one of the frames of the large HIP  
mentioned in this story, with project team  
members demonstrating the size.

Quintus Technologies has since built and  
delivered more large HIPs for customers  
world-wide.
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Quintus Technologies delivers  
competitive advantage

For the president of a contract hot isostatic processing company  
operating in Japan, China, and south-east Asia, a decision of grand  
scale had to be made: lose business to competitors with more capacity 
and ability to process larger parts, or ask Quintus Technologies for  
something that had never been built.

The president chose to go to Quintus Technologies. He would need not  
one, but two hot isostatic presses, and would need them fast. The larger 
press would stand more than 12.6 meters tall and weigh more than 550,000 
kg, with a work zone diameter of 2,050 mm, and height of 4,200 mm. The 
operating temperature would reach 1,350 degrees C, and the operating 
pressure 1,180 bar.

With demand for parts produced with hot isostatic pressing, the need 
for more capacity and larger parts was only part of the equation. Faster 
throughput, or shorter cycles, was also the key to making this venture  
a success. Quintus Technologies would need to incorporate its patented 
Uniform Rapid Cooling (URC) design, a feature which had never been  
applied to a HIP this size. But Quintus Technologies was up for the  
challenge. 

URC is a combination of convection design and special air moving features 
that permit heat to evacuate quickly from the vessel, furnace and processed 
parts, without damaging integrity of parts or equipment. In some cases, in 
fact, the quick cool process can even improve properties of the processed 
parts.

Quintus Technologies was chosen to take on this monumental task because 
of its “reputation for delivering on large projects, and systems of the highest 
quality available.”
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